
Rear Radius Arm – “How to”
Thanks to Kenny yahoo group: Multipla Owners..,

I personally did this job over the weekend on my 2001, 110 JTD.
In essence it's a pretty straightforward job; you will need some decent quality tools, 
including 8, 10, 13, 15, 18 and 24mm sockets, a breaker bar (i.e. a long handle to get 
good leverage on the sockets).

Here are my experiences from the weekend. Your mileage may vary, but I'm sure 
you'll find this helpful.

First, get the car up as high as you can. Ideally use a ramp or lift. I didn't have access 
to ramp or lift, and had to make do with a trolley jack and axle stands - which means 
doing the job lying on your back on the drive. 

Once the car is up and supported, douse everything in liberal quantities of 
disassembly fluid (like WD40) then remove the rear wheel, brake drum, shoes and 
handbrake cable. The follow the ABS sensor wire and disconnect it - that will be at 
the junction under the kick plate inside the rear door. Disconnect the brake hydraulic 
pipe and watch it crumble into many pieces. You will most likely need a new pipe, 
unless yours come off easily.

Compress the main spring enough to remove it. Remove the spring and undo to 
bottom shocker bolt. The bolt has a conventional nut on one end and SQUARE on the 
other - you might need to hold the square with mole grips to get the nut off.

Remove the bolt holding on the anti roll bar - in my case this would not shift, the bolt 
head rounded off and I had to grind it off with an angle grinder. Remove the two bolts 
holding the anti-roll bar mount to the radius arm.

Now the fun begins. Try with all your might to remove the big 24mm nut on the end 
of the radius arm swing mount. Mine came off no problem. However no amount of 
sledge hammering would convince the bolt to slide out. I even ground the head off the 
bolt and tried to drift it through from the outside. No luck. It was well and truly stuck. 
Eventually I used a thin cutting disk to cut through the bolt in between the sub-frame 
and the radius arm - being very careful not to cut into the frame or the radius arm - 
instead going through the rubber seal and steel end cap. (Imagine a sandwich of 
SUBFRAME-ENDCAP-RADIUS ARM; you only want to cut through the end cap.)

Now the radius arm was free I could see what had happened, the end seal had failed, 
water got in and destroyed the bearings and turned the inside (the steel tube and the 
big bolt) into a single corroded mass of steel.

Drifting out the bearing shells was simple enough. No real trouble - but I did use a 
blow torch to shock them first. Be careful to be doubly sure you are drifting out the 
shells and not just chiselling the lip inside the radius arm.

Fit the new kit of parts to the radius arm and swear like a pig while you try to put it 



back into the sub frame. It won't go. You'll try for hours and then start to wonder if it 
would be easier just to get the whole sub frame off and do it on the floor. Eventually I 
resorted to propping the sub frame up on an axle stand under the hub and a trolley 
jack under the mount and forcing it back into place. Be careful not to lift the car off 
it's axle stands when you do this. Have a good look at exactly what you're trying to do 
and how it all fits. It won't go in unless it is perfectly aligned and straight. You might 
even need to chamfer the sub frame a little to allow it in. Remember you'll be doing 
all this lying on your back!

So it took me two days to do one side, mainly due to not being able to drift out the 
huge bolt - yours might slide out easily! I also had to grid off one bolt (anti roll bar) 
and replace the brake hydraulic pipe. Oh, and the brake shoe retainer clips fell apart 
into a pile of rusty dust as soon as I touched them too.

The end result was a perfectly straight wheel with no visible camber. Well worth 
doing, but I can see why a garage would charge £400 for this job.

-Kenny
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